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(57) [Object] To transmit link information regarding a
content in accordance with the current time to a terminal
device of a user in which information that identifies a pre-
determined event has been registered in advance.

[Solution] An information processing device in-
cludes: an extraction unit configured to extract, from a
link schedule table in which link information regarding a
plurality of contents has been associated with individual

identification information that identifies a predetermined
event together with a time axis, the link information re-
garding a content in accordance with a current time; and
a transmission control unit configured to transmit the link
information regarding the content having been extracted
to a terminal device in which the individual identification
information has been registered.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present disclosure relates to an information
processing device, an information processing method,
and a control device.

Background Art

[0002] Conventionally, there is an information process-
ing device that converts identification information that
identifies a certain content into identification information
regarding corresponding another content and provides
the identification information to a user. For example, Pat-
ent Literature 1 discloses an information processing de-
vice including conversion means for converting identifi-
cation information regarding a certain content into iden-
tification information regarding corresponding another
content on the basis of table information indicating cor-
respondences among pieces of identification information
that identifies contents and search means for searching
for the other content indicated by the identification infor-
mation after conversion.
[0003] In addition, Patent Literature 2 discloses an in-
formation processing device in which, as to a link to a
content to be distributed to a terminal device at a distri-
bution time determined in advance, a behavior of the ter-
minal device when referring to the link is changed de-
pending on whether the time at which the link is referred
to is before content distribution, during distribution, or
after content distribution. In addition, this information
processing device enables access to a content to be
made at any time, and prevents the link from becoming
invalid.

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0004]

Patent Literature 1: JP 4841492B
Patent Literature 2: JP 2006-166284A

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem

[0005] In a case where a certain event is performed, if
a person having interest in the event can access various
types of information related to the event, the degree of
interest in the event is further increased, and the degree
of satisfaction also increases. Information useful for a
user having interest in the event is different among a
period until the event is started, a time slot in which the
event is being performed, and a period after the event is
finished. For a user showing interest in a predetermined

event in advance, if it is possible to provide a terminal
device of the user with information regarding various con-
tents in accordance with a time when the event is to be
performed and the current time, it is considered that the
degree of satisfaction of the user can be increased.
[0006] However, the information processing device de-
scribed in the Patent Literature 1 converts identification
information on the basis of table information indicating a
fixed relation, such as one-segment broadcasting and
full-segment broadcasting, for example, to change a link
reference destination, and the identification information
after conversion does not change along a time axis. In
addition, the information processing device described in
the Patent Literature 2 relates to a link display when a
user makes access to a browser including a link, or the
like for browsing, and the user does not have an oppor-
tunity to access information regarding a content of a link
destination unless the user makes access to the browser
including a link or the like.
[0007] Therefore, the present disclosure proposes an
information processing device and an information
processing method or a control device being novel and
improved that can transmit link information regarding a
content in accordance with the current time to a terminal
device of a user in which information that identifies a pre-
determined event has been registered in advance.

Solution to Problem

[0008] According to the present disclosure, there is
provided an information processing device including: an
extraction unit configured to extract, from a link schedule
table in which link information regarding a plurality of con-
tents has been associated with individual identification
information that identifies a predetermined event togeth-
er with a time axis, the link information regarding a con-
tent in accordance with a current time; and a transmission
control unit configured to transmit the link information re-
garding the content having been extracted to a terminal
device in which the individual identification information
has been registered.
[0009] In addition, according to the present disclosure,
there is provided an information processing method in-
cluding: extracting, from a link schedule table in which
link information regarding a plurality of contents has been
associated with individual identification information that
identifies a predetermined event together with a time ax-
is, the link information regarding a content in accordance
with a current time; and transmitting the link information
regarding the content having been extracted to a terminal
device in which the individual identification information
has been registered.
[0010] In addition, according to the present disclosure,
there is provided a control device including: a registration
processing unit configured to perform processing of reg-
istering individual identification information that identifies
a predetermined event; an acquisition unit configured to
acquire link information regarding a content extracted in
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accordance with a current time from a link schedule table
in which link information regarding a plurality of contents
has been associated with the individual identification in-
formation together with a time axis and transmitted by an
information processing device; and a control unit config-
ured to perform predetermined operation control on a
basis of the link information having been acquired.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0011] As described above, according to the present
disclosure, it is possible to transmit, in accordance with
the current time, link information regarding a content re-
lated to a predetermined event to a terminal device in
which individual identification information has been reg-
istered in advance. Consequently, a user who utilizes the
terminal device can obtain the link information regarding
the content related to the event to gain various experi-
ences, and can obtain a high degree of satisfaction.
[0012] Note that the effects described above are not
necessarily limitative. With or in the place of the above
effects, there may be achieved any one of the effects
described in this specification or other effects that may
be grasped from this specification.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0013]

[FIG. 1] FIG. 1 is a conceptual diagram for describing
an example of an information processing system us-
ing an information processing device according to
an embodiment of the present disclosure.
[FIG. 2] FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a func-
tional configuration of the information processing
system according to the embodiment.
[FIG. 3] FIG. 3 is an explanatory drawing showing
an example of an identification code table.
[FIG. 4] FIG. 4 is an explanatory drawing showing
an example of a link schedule table.
[FIG. 5] FIG. 5 is an explanatory drawing showing a
usage example of the information processing system
according to the embodiment.
[FIG. 6] FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing an example of
a control process in a terminal device.
[FIG. 7] FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing an example of
a control process in an identification code server.
[FIG. 8] FIG. 8 is a flowchart showing an example of
a control process in the information processing de-
vice (link schedule server) according to the embod-
iment.
[FIG. 9] FIG. 9 is a flowchart showing a first variation
of the control process in the terminal device.
[FIG. 10] FIG. 10 is a flowchart showing a second
variation of the control process in the terminal device.

Mode(s) for Carrying Out the Invention

[0014] Hereinafter, (a) preferred embodiment(s) of the
present disclosure will be described in detail with refer-
ence to the appended drawings. In this specification and
the appended drawings, structural elements that have
substantially the same function and structure are denoted
with the same reference numerals, and repeated expla-
nation of these structural elements is omitted.
[0015] Note that description will be provided in the fol-
lowing order.

1. Overall configuration of information processing
system
2. Functional configuration of information processing
system
2-1. Terminal device
2-2. Identification code server
2-3. Link schedule server
3. Flowcharts
3-1. Control process in terminal device
3-2. Control process in identification code server
3-3. Control process in link schedule server
4. Variations
4-1. First variation
4-2. Second variation
5. Conclusion
6. Application examples

<1. Information processing system>

(1-1. Overview)

[0016] First, an example of an information processing
system according to the present embodiment will be de-
scribed. The information processing system according
to the present embodiment is an example of a system
that, prior to broadcasting, during broadcasting, and after
broadcasting of a certain television program, provides
link information regarding a related content for a user
having interest in the television program. For example,
when a new television program is started, advertising
activities are performed beforehand for the purpose of
disseminating the television program to many people.
[0017] It is considered that, by providing people who
have become interested in the television program
through such advertising activities with various related
contents, those people are more interested in the televi-
sion program and have more fun. It is also considered
that a provider of the television program can not only
spread the advertising activities for the television pro-
gram by providing various related contents for people
showing interest, but also increase business opportuni-
ties even after broadcasting is finished.

(1-2. Overall configuration of system)

[0018] FIG. 1 is a conceptual diagram for describing
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an example of an information processing system accord-
ing to the present embodiment. Such an information
processing system includes a link schedule server 100,
a terminal device 200, an identification code server 300,
and a television receiver 50. These respective compo-
nents are capable of transmitting/receiving information
to/from one another via a communication network 80,
such as the Internet. The link schedule server 100 ac-
cording to the present embodiment is equivalent to the
information processing device according to the present
disclosure.
[0019] In such an information processing system, in a
case where a new program of television broadcasting is
started, for example, the link schedule server 100 trans-
mits link information regarding various related contents
in a timely fashion to the terminal device 200 in which
identification information regarding the new program has
been registered. The terminal device 200 having re-
ceived the link information operates the terminal device
200 in accordance with the type of the link information.
Accordingly, a user who uses the terminal device 200
can utilize a content related to the new program, and can
gain various experiences related to the television pro-
gram.
[0020] The terminal device 200 is a device capable of
making access to the communication network 80 and
capable of displaying a web content, and can be a device
such as, for example, a smartphone, a personal compu-
ter, a mobile phone, a tablet computer, or a personal
digital assitant (PDA) terminal. In the present embodi-
ment, the terminal device 200 is a camera-mounted
smartphone, and can image an identification code
ID_code, such as a one-dimensional code or a two-di-
mensional code which is information printed on a street
advertisement 70 or the like for a predetermined televi-
sion program for identifying the predetermined television
program. The identification code ID_code may be a bar
code, a matrix type two-dimensional code, a stacked type
two-dimensional code, or the like, for example.
[0021] Such a terminal device 200 can perform various
processing operations upon receipt of operation inputs
made by a user. The terminal device 200 can also per-
form various processing operations on the basis of link
information Link target transmitted from the link schedule
server 100. In FIG. 1, a program introduction site 10, a
short text posting site 20, and a missed program providing
site 30 are illustrated as web contents that the terminal
device 200 can display or make access to.
[0022] The television receiver 50 receives a television
signal from a television broadcasting network 40, and
displays video on the basis of the received television sig-
nal. A recording apparatus 54 that records television
broadcasting is connected to the television receiver 50.
The television receiver 50 and the recording apparatus
54 include a communication unit not shown for connec-
tion to the communication network 80. The television re-
ceiver 50 and the recording apparatus 54 may be sepa-
rate devices, or may be integral.

[0023] The identification code server 300 stores an
identification code table table_B in which a correspond-
ence between information indicating the identification
code ID_code, such as a two-dimensional code, and in-
dividual identification information original_ID assigned to
each television program which is identification informa-
tion different from the identification code ID_code has
been recorded. The identification code ID_code is ob-
tained by coding various types of information related to
a television program, while the individual identification
information original_ID is identification information for en-
abling information processing by the link schedule server
100 according to the present embodiment to be utilized.
The individual identification information original_ID may
be identification information including a combination of
numbers, characters, symbols, and the like, for example.
The identification code server 300 refers to the identifi-
cation code table table_B to convert information indicat-
ing the identification code ID_code transmitted from the
terminal device 200 into corresponding individual identi-
fication information original_ID for transmission to the ter-
minal device 200.
[0024] The link schedule server 100 stores a link
schedule table table_A in which link information Link tar-
get regarding a plurality of contents has been associated
with the individual identification information original_ID
together with a time axis. The link schedule server 100
extracts link information Link target regarding a content
in accordance with the current time from the link schedule
table table_A, and transmits the extracted link informa-
tion Link target to the terminal device 200 in which the
individual identification information original_ID has been
registered. The link schedule table table_A may be table
information in which link information Link target regarding
various contents has been associated with the individual
identification information original_ID regarding an indi-
vidual television program together with a date of starting
validation and a date of terminating validation in a period
prior to broadcasting of a television program, during
broadcasting, and in a period after broadcasting.
[0025] The plurality of contents may include web con-
tents and television broadcasting contents, for example.
The plurality of contents may additionally include various
types of information including music contents, electronic
program guide (EPG) data, a social network service
(SNS), schedule data, and the like.
[0026] The terminal device 200 controls an operation
of the terminal device 200 on the basis of the link infor-
mation Link target transmitted from the link schedule
server 100. For example, in a case where the link infor-
mation Link target is a URL of a web site, the terminal
device 200 may display the web site or a screen that
prompts to browse the web site. In addition, in a case
where the link information Link target is event identifica-
tion information event_ID regarding television broadcast-
ing, the terminal device 200 may cause the television
receiver 50 to display the television program, or may
cause the recording apparatus 54 to perform recording
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reservation.

(1-3. Usage example)

[0027] The information processing system according
to the present embodiment allows a user to gain experi-
ences as described below, for example. When a user of
the terminal device 200 images the identification code
ID_code printed on the street advertisement 70 or the
like, the terminal device 200 analyzes the identification
code ID_code, and stores information indicating the iden-
tification code ID_code. The user transmits the informa-
tion indicating the identification code ID_code to the iden-
tification code server 300 by means of application soft-
ware. The identification code server 300 having received
the information indicating the identification code ID_code
refers to the identification code table table_B to convert
the information indicating the identification code ID_code
into corresponding individual identification information
original_ID for transmission to the terminal device 200.
[0028] Upon receipt of the individual identification in-
formation original_ID, the terminal device 200 makes ac-
cess to the link schedule server 100 in a timely fashion
to request for link information Link target corresponding
to the individual identification information original_ID. Up-
on receipt of the request from the terminal device 200,
the link schedule server 100 refers to the link schedule
table table_A to extract link information Link target re-
garding a content corresponding to the individual identi-
fication information original_ID in accordance with the
current time. In addition, the link schedule server 100
transmits the extracted link information Link target re-
garding the content to the terminal device 200.
[0029] The terminal device 200 performs a predeter-
mined processing operation on the basis of the received
link information Link target to display a linked web site or
display an image that prompts to browse the web site, or
the like. In this manner, the user of the terminal device
200 can be guided to various contents related to a new
program and gain various experiences.

<2. Functional configuration of information processing 
system>

[0030] Next, an example of a functional configuration
of the information processing system will be described.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a functional configu-
ration of the information processing system according to
the present embodiment.

(2-1. Television receiver)

[0031] The television receiver 50 receives a television
signal and program information from the television broad-
casting network 40, and displays various types of infor-
mation regarding a television program corresponding to
the television signal or the like on a display screen. The
television receiver 50 includes a communication unit not

shown for communicating with a television broadcasting
network or communicating with an external device, such
as the link schedule server 100, the terminal device 200,
or the identification code server 300, via the communi-
cation network 80.
[0032] The recording apparatus 54 is connected to the
television receiver 50. The recording apparatus 54 re-
ceives a television signal and program information, and
stores television program data and program information
in a memory unit. In addition, the recording apparatus 54
reads out the television program data and the program
information stored in the memory unit, and plays back a
recorded program that the television program data indi-
cates. The program information is information for speci-
fying a television program, and may include information
such as a program title, a broadcasting time, and a broad-
cast station name, for example. The recording apparatus
54 may be built in the television receiver 50.
[0033] Note that the television receiver 50 is not limited
to a device of the above-described configuration, but var-
ious devices having the function of displaying a television
program can be used. For example, the television receiv-
er 50 may be a mobile phone, a smartphone, or a tablet
computer adapted to one-segment broadcasting, or a
personal computer with a television tuner, or the like. In
addition, these television receivers 50 may be connected
locally to any of the link schedule server 100, the terminal
device 200, or the identification code server 300.

(2-2. Terminal device)

[0034] The terminal device 200 includes a CPU 205,
a memory unit 240, a communication unit 250, a display
unit 260, and an imaging unit 270. The CPU 205 includes
a registration processing unit 210, an acquisition unit 220,
and a control unit 230. The respective units of the CPU
205 may be functions implemented by execution of a
program by a microcomputer or the like. The CPU 205
according to the present embodiment is equivalent to the
control device in the present disclosure. As described
above, in the present embodiment, a smartphone is used
as the terminal device 200.
[0035] The communication unit 250 is a communica-
tion interface including a communication device or the
like for connection to the communication network 80. The
communication unit 250 communicates with the link
schedule server 100, the identification code server 300,
the television receiver 50, the recording apparatus 54, or
another external device via the communication network
80. In the present embodiment, the terminal device 200
is a smartphone, and communication performed by the
communication unit 250 is wireless communication, but
may be wired communication.
[0036] The display unit 260 performs an image display
of video, a still image, text, a symbol, and the like on the
basis of an instruction of the control unit 230. In the
present embodiment, the terminal device 200 is a smart-
phone, and the display unit 260 includes a touch input
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unit. The touch input unit accepts an operation input
made by a touch operation by a user, and provides an
operation signal to the control unit 230. Note that, in a
case where the terminal device 200 is a mobile phone,
an input unit different from the display unit 260, such as
an operation button, may be provided to accept an op-
eration input made by a user. Alternatively, in a case
where the terminal device 200 is a personal computer,
an input unit different from the display unit 260, such as
a keyboard, may be provided to accept an operation input
made by a user.
[0037] The imaging unit 270 performs imaging in re-
sponse to an instruction of the control unit 230 on the
basis of an operation input made by a user. For example,
the imaging unit 270 can include an imaging optical sys-
tem, such as an imaging lens and a zoom lens that collect
light, and a signal conversion element, such as a charge
coupled device (CCD) or a complementary metal oxide
semiconductor (CMOS). The imaging unit 270 performs
imaging in the form of a still image or video, for example,
and stores image information having been imaged in the
memory unit 240.
[0038] A user images the identification code ID_code
printed on the street advertisement 70, such as a sign
board or a poster posted on the street, in the train, or the
like, in the form of a still image, for example, with the
imaging unit 270. The identification code ID_code to be
imaged may be a bar code which is a one-dimensional
code, or may be a matrix type or stacked type two-di-
mensional code, for example. The identification code
ID_code is obtained by coding in advance information
indicating a predetermined television program, and has
information indicating a program title, a broadcasting
time, a broadcast station, and the like, for example.
[0039] The registration processing unit 210 analyzes
the identification code ID_code imaged with the imaging
unit 270, and causes the memory unit 240 to store infor-
mation indicating the identification code ID_code. The
registration processing unit 210 transmits the information
indicating the identification code ID_code to the identifi-
cation code server 300 via the communication network
80. Moreover, the registration processing unit 210 caus-
es the memory unit 240 to store the individual identifica-
tion information original_ID transmitted from the identifi-
cation code server 300. Accordingly, processing of reg-
istering the individual identification information
original_ID into the terminal device 200 that a user uses
is completed. For example, the registration processing
unit 210 may start registration processing on the basis
of an operation instruction by a user. Alternatively, in a
case where a predetermined application program has
been launched, the registration processing unit 210 may
transmit information indicating the identification code
ID_code to the identification code server 300 when the
identification code ID_code is imaged.
[0040] The acquisition unit 220 acquires the link infor-
mation Link target corresponding to the individual iden-
tification information original_ID transmitted from the link

schedule server 100 after the completion of the process-
ing of registering the individual identification information
original_ID. Specifically, the acquisition unit 220 queries
the link schedule server 100 about the link information
Link target corresponding to the individual identification
information original_ID via the communication unit 250.
For example, the acquisition unit 220 may run a query
about the link information Link target at constant time
intervals set in advance, or may run a query about the
link information Link target when it is informed by the link
schedule server 100 that there is update information re-
garding the link information Link target.
[0041] Moreover, in the present embodiment, a time
interval for running a query may be varied in accordance
with a remaining period up to a broadcasting time of a
television program or a lapsed period after broadcasting
is finished. For example, the acquisition unit 220 may run
a query every 24 hours up to 2 weeks before a broad-
casting time, may run a query every 12 hours from 2
weeks to 3 days before the broadcasting time, may run
a query every 1 hour from 3 days before to the broad-
casting time, and may run a query every 24 hours after
broadcasting is finished. The acquisition unit 220 pro-
vides the acquired link information Link target for the con-
trol unit 230.
[0042] The link information Link target to be acquired
may be the URL of the program introduction site 10, the
URL of a viewing reminder site for reminding about a
broadcasting time several days or several hours before
the broadcasting time of a television program, the URL
of a missed program providing site that provides a missed
program on demand, the URL of an internet shopping
site that sells related goods, or the like, for example. Al-
ternatively, the link information Link target may be the
event identification information event_ID allocated to a
television program.
[0043] The control unit 230 controls an operation of the
terminal device 200 on the basis of an operation input
made by a user. For example, the control unit 230 causes
the imaging unit 270 to perform imaging on the basis of
an operation input made by a user, and causes the dis-
play unit 260 to perform an image display, and further,
the control unit 230 performs external communication via
the communication network 80.
[0044] Moreover, the control unit 230 controls an op-
eration of the terminal device 200 on the basis of the link
information Link target acquired by the acquisition unit
220. For example, in a case where the URL of a web site
is acquired as the link information Link target, the control
unit 230 may cause the display unit 260 to display the
web site. Alternatively, in a case where the URL of a web
site is acquired as the link information Link target, the
control unit 230 may cause the display unit 260 to display
an image display that prompts a user to browse the web
site.
[0045] As the image display that prompts to browse
the web site, the individual identification information
original_ID or a program title linked to the URL of a pre-
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determined web site may be displayed, or a display such
as "there is a browseable web site." or "display a web
site" linked to the same URL may be displayed, for ex-
ample. In this case, when a user selects such a link dis-
play, the control unit 230 causes the display unit 260 to
display a corresponding web site.
[0046] Furthermore, in a case where the event identi-
fication information event_ID allocated to a television pro-
gram is acquired as the link information Link target, the
control unit 230 may transmit an instruction for recording
reservation to the recording apparatus 54 via the com-
munication network 80. Alternatively, in a case where the
event identification information event_ID is acquired as
the link information Link target, the control unit 230 may
cause the display unit 260 to display an image display
that prompts to instruct recording reservation.
[0047] As the image display that prompts to instruct
recording reservation, a display such as "Are you going
to perform recording reservation?" or "program recording
reservation" may be displayed in addition to displaying
the individual identification information original_ID or a
program title, for example. In this case, when a user se-
lects such a link display, the control unit 230 causes the
recording apparatus 54 to perform recording reservation
via the communication network 80.
[0048] The memory unit 240 stores various types of
information, such as information indicating the identifica-
tion code ID_code imaged with the imaging unit 270 and
the individual identification information original_ID ac-
quired through registration processing by the registration
processing unit 210, as well as control parameters. The
memory unit 240 may be a memory element, such as a
random access memory (RAM), an SD memory card, a
flash memory, or the like, for example.

(2-3. Identification code server)

[0049] The identification code server 300 includes a
CPU 330, a memory element, such as a RAM or a ROM,
a storage device 310, and a communication unit 320.
The communication unit 320 is a communication inter-
face including a communication device or the like for con-
nection to the communication network 80. The commu-
nication unit 320 communicates with an external device,
such as the link schedule server 100, the terminal device
200, the television receiver 50, or the recording appara-
tus 54, or the like via the communication network 80.
Communication performed by the communication unit
320 may be wired communication, or may be wireless
communication.
[0050] The CPU 330 functions as an operation
processing device and a control device, and controls all
or part of operations in the identification code server 300
in accordance with various programs stored in the RAM,
the ROM, the storage device 310, a removable recording
medium, or the like. The ROM stores programs, opera-
tion parameters, and the like used by the CPU 330, for
example. The RAM primarily stores programs, parame-

ters when executing them, and the like used by the CPU
330, for example.
[0051] The storage device 310 is a device for data stor-
age, and includes a magnetic memory unit device such
as a HDD, a semiconductor memory device, an optical
memory device, an optical magnetic memory device, or
the like, for example. The storage device 310 stores pro-
grams and various types of data used by the CPU 330,
various types of data acquired externally, and the like. In
the present embodiment, the storage device 310 stores
the identification code table table_B. The identification
code table table_B is table information in which corre-
spondences for converting the information indicating the
identification code ID_code transmitted from the terminal
device 200 into the individual identification information
original_ID have been compiled.
[0052] Upon receipt of the information indicating the
identification code ID_code from the terminal device 200,
the CPU 330 refers to the identification code table
table_B to convert the information indicating the identifi-
cation code ID_code into corresponding individual iden-
tification information original_ID. The CPU 330 transmits
the obtained individual identification information
original_ID to the terminal device 200 via the communi-
cation network 80.
[0053] FIG. 3 shows an example of the identification
code table table_B for use in the information processing
system according to the present embodiment. Such an
identification code table table_B includes code informa-
tion regarding a matrix type two-dimensional code im-
aged with a camera of the terminal device 200 and trans-
mitted and the individual identification information
original_ID corresponding to each piece of code informa-
tion. The individual identification information original_ID
is indicated by a combination of three alphabetical char-
acters, such as "XYZ, "ABC", or "STM", per information
indicating the identification code ID_code. Accordingly,
the matrix type two-dimensional code is converted into
the individual identification information original_ID corre-
sponding to the link schedule server 100. It may be pos-
sible to sequentially update such an identification code
table table_B each time when a new television program
is added, for example.

(2-4. Link schedule server)

[0054] The link schedule server (information process-
ing device) 100 includes a CPU 105, a memory element,
such as a RAM or a ROM, a storage device 130 in which
various types of data are stored, and a communication
unit 140. The CPU 105 includes an extraction unit 110
and a transmission control unit 120. The respective units
of the CPU 105 may be functions implemented by exe-
cution of a program by a microcomputer or the like.
[0055] The communication unit 140 is a communica-
tion interface including a communication device or the
like for connection to the communication network 80. The
communication unit 140 communicates with an external
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device, such as the terminal device 200 or the identifica-
tion code server 300, via the communication network 80.
Communication performed by the communication unit
140 may be wired communication, or may be wireless
communication.
[0056] The CPU 105 functions as an operation
processing device and a control device, and controls all
or part of operations in the link schedule server 100 in
accordance with various programs stored in the RAM,
the ROM, the storage device 130, a removable recording
medium, or the like. The ROM stores programs, opera-
tion parameters, and the like used by the CPU 105, for
example. The RAM primarily stores programs, parame-
ters when executing them, and the like used by the CPU
105, for example.
[0057] The storage device 130 is a device for data stor-
age, and includes a magnetic memory unit device such
as a HDD, a semiconductor memory device, an optical
memory device, an optical magnetic memory device, or
the like, for example. The storage device 130 stores pro-
grams and various types of data used by the CPU 105,
various types of data acquired externally, and the like. In
the present embodiment, the storage device 130 stores
the link schedule table table_A. The link schedule table
table_A is table information in which link information Link
target regarding a plurality of contents has been associ-
ated with the individual identification information
original_ID assigned in accordance with an individual
event together with a time axis.
[0058] FIG. 4 shows an example of the link schedule
table table_A. Such a link schedule table table_A is table
information set for the individual identification information
original_ID "XYZ" assigned to a television program "AAA"
to be broadcasted at 20:00-21:00 on May 7th. In such a
link schedule table table_A, the individual identification
information original_ID "XYZ" is shown at the top, and
the event name Event Name "AAA" is shown in the sec-
ond row. Below the event name Event Name, the link
information Link target has been set together with a val-
idation start time start: date/time and a validation end
time end: date/time. In such a link schedule table table_A,
four pieces of link information Link target to be validated
in time slots different from one another have been set.
[0059] The first link information Link target "www.web-
page" is the URL of a program introduction web site, and
is validated in a period from 12:00 on April 28th which is
9 days before the broadcasting day to 20:00 on May 7th
which is the broadcasting start time. This program intro-
duction web site may be managed by a broadcast station
that broadcasts the television program "AAA", for exam-
ple, and may provide information such as the cast, story,
and theme song of the television program.
[0060] The second link information Link target
"event_ID xyz" is the event identification information
event_ID allocated to a television program, and is vali-
dated in a period from 0:00 on April 29th which is 8 days
before the broadcasting day to 21:00 on May 7th which
is the broadcasting end time. This event identification

information event_ID may be issued by a management
association for television broadcasting waves, or the like,
for example. The recording apparatus 54 connected to
the television receiver 50 can perform recording reser-
vation of the television program "AAA" on the basis of
the event identification information event_ID.
[0061] The third link information Link target "tan-
bun.co/xyz" is the URL of the short text posting site 20,
and is validated in a period of 20:00-21:00 on May 7th in
agreement with the broadcasting time. This short text
posting site 20 is a site run by an administrator different
from the broadcast station, for example, and during
broadcasting of the television program "AAA", it is pos-
sible to browse posts written by a plurality of viewers,
and users themselves can write comments on the tele-
vision program.
[0062] The fourth link information Link target
"www.vod" is the URL of a missed program providing
site, and is validated in a period from 21:00 on May 7th
which is the broadcasting end time to 23:59 on May 14th
which is a week later. This missed program providing site
is a site that provides broadcasted data of the program
on demand after broadcasting is finished for a user hav-
ing missed the broadcasted program, for example, and
is run by the broadcast station or an administrator differ-
ent from the broadcast station. The user can obtain usage
authorization from such a missed program providing site
to view the missed program after broadcasting.
[0063] According to the link schedule table table_A
shown in FIG. 4, four types of link information Link target
are transmitted to the terminal device 200 in which the
individual identification information original_ID regarding
the television program "AAA" to be broadcasted at
20:00-21:00 on May 7th has been registered, in the pe-
riod from 12:00 on April 29th to 23:59 on May 14th.
[0064] However, the link schedule table table_A may
be changed at any time. For example, since the link
schedule server 100 according to the present embodi-
ment provides various types of link information Link target
for a user showing interest in a television program, the
URL of a program viewing reminding site newly created
may be added several days before the broadcasting day.
The URL of the program viewing reminding site may be
validated in a period from 12:00 two days before the
broadcasting day of the television program to the broad-
casting start time, for example.
[0065] When a query about the link information Link
target related to the individual identification information
original_ID is received from the terminal device 200, the
extraction unit 110 of the CPU 105 refers to the current
time and also refers to the link schedule table table_A to
extract link information Link target regarding a content in
accordance with the current time. The link information
Link target to be extracted is not limited to one piece, but
a plurality of pieces of link information Link target may
be extracted in accordance with the current time. For
example, in the example of the link schedule table
table_A shown in FIG. 4, only the URL "www.webpage"
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of the program introduction site 10 is extracted from the
link information Link target in a case where the current
time is 18:00 on April 29th. Alternatively, in a case where
the current time is 12:00 on May 6th, the URL "www.web-
page" of the program introduction site 10 and the event
identification information "event_ID xyz" are extracted
from the link information Link target.
[0066] The transmission control unit 120 transmits the
extracted link information Link target to the terminal de-
vice 200 having requested for a query via the communi-
cation network 80.
[0067] FIG. 5 is an explanatory drawing showing an
example of providing the terminal device 200 in which
the individual identification information original_ID re-
garding the television program "AAA" has been regis-
tered with link information Link target regarding a different
content in accordance with the link schedule table
table_A shown in FIG. 4 by the link schedule server 100.
In FIG. 5, a start date t4 of a television program is 20:00
on May 7th, and a finish date t5 is 21:00 on May 7th.
[0068] The sign board or promotion advertisement 70
is posted on the street, in the train, or the like from thirty
days, for example, before the broadcasting day of the
television program "AAA". The identification code
ID_code, such as a matrix type two-dimensional code,
is printed on the street advertisement 70. On a date t1,
a user of the terminal device 200 having acquired interest
in the television program performs processing of imaging
the identification code ID_code with the imaging unit 270
of the terminal device 200 and also registering the indi-
vidual identification information original_ID by means of
application software. The terminal device 200 in which
the individual identification information original_ID has
been registered runs a query about the link information
Link target to the link schedule server 100 at a time set
in advance.
[0069] On a date t2 (at 12:00 on April 28th), a link to
the URL of the program introduction site 10 is validated
in accordance with the link schedule table table_A. After
the date t2, in response to the query from the terminal
device 200, the URL of the program introduction site 10
is transmitted from the link schedule server 100 to the
terminal device 200 as the link information Link target.
The terminal device 200 causes the display unit 260 to
display the program introduction site 10 on the basis of
the acquired link information Link target. Accordingly, the
user is guided to the program introduction site 10.
[0070] On a date t3 (at 0:00 on April 29th), a link to the
event identification information event_ID is validated in
accordance with the link schedule table table_A. After
the date t3, in response to the query from the terminal
device 200, the event identification information event_ID
is transmitted from the link schedule server 100 to the
terminal device 200 as the link information Link target.
The terminal device 200 causes the recording apparatus
54 to perform recording reservation via the communica-
tion network 80 on the basis of the acquired link informa-
tion Link target.

[0071] At a broadcasting start time t4 (20:00 on May
7th), a link to the URL of the short text posting site 20 is
validated in accordance with the link schedule table
table_A. After the date t4, in response to the query from
the terminal device 200, the URL of the short text posting
site 20 is transmitted from the link schedule server 100
to the terminal device 200 as the link information Link
target. The terminal device 200 causes the display unit
260 to display the short text posting site 20 on the basis
of the acquired link information Link target. Accordingly,
the user is guided to the short text posting site 20.
[0072] At a broadcasting end time t5 (21:00 on May
7th), a link to the URL of the missed program providing
site 30 is validated in accordance with the link schedule
table table_A. After the date t5, in response to the query
from the terminal device 200, the URL of the missed pro-
gram providing site 30 is transmitted from the link sched-
ule server 100 to the terminal device 200 as the link in-
formation Link target. The terminal device 200 causes
the display unit 260 to display the missed program pro-
viding site 30 on the basis of the acquired link information
Link target. Accordingly, the user is guided to the missed
program providing site.
[0073] Note that, after the link information Link target
is transmitted to the terminal device 200 and an operation
of displaying a web site or a recording reservation oper-
ation is executed once, the same operation may be pre-
vented from being executed. Alternatively, the terminal
device 200 may execute the operation of displaying a
web site in a case where the URL of each web site is
transmitted to the terminal device 200 for the first time,
and may make a display that prompts to browse the web
site in a case where the number of transmission of the
URL of each web site is two or more.

<3. Flowcharts>

[0074] The overall configuration or functional configu-
ration of the information processing system according to
the present embodiment has been described so far.
Hereinafter, an example of a flowchart of each of control
processes executed by the terminal device 200, the iden-
tification code server 300, and the link schedule server
100 will be described.

(3-1. Control process in terminal device)

[0075] FIG. 6 shows a flowchart of the control process
executed by the CPU (control device) 205 of the terminal
device 200. First, in step S10, the control unit 230 of the
CPU 205 causes the imaging unit 270 to image the iden-
tification code ID_code, and stores information indicating
the imaged identification code ID_code in the memory
unit 240. Specifically, the control unit 230 of the CPU 205
causes the imaging unit 270 to image the identification
code ID_code, such as a matrix type two-dimensional
code, printed on the street advertisement 70 or the like
in accordance with an operation input made by a user,
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and stores information indicating the obtained identifica-
tion code ID_code in the memory unit 240.
[0076] Then, in step S14, the registration processing
unit 210 of the CPU 205 makes access to the identifica-
tion code server 300 via the communication network 80
utilizing application software. The registration processing
unit 210 transmits the information indicating the identifi-
cation code ID_code to the identification code server 300.
Accordingly, in the identification code server 300, the in-
formation indicating the identification code ID_code is
converted into the individual identification information
original_ID "XYZ" on the basis of the identification code
table table_B, and the individual identification information
original_ID "XYZ" is transmitted to the terminal device
200.
[0077] Then, in step S18, the registration processing
unit 210 acquires the individual identification information
original_ID "XYZ" transmitted from the identification code
server 300. The acquired individual identification infor-
mation original_ID "XYZ" is stored in the memory unit
240.
[0078] Then, in step S22, the acquisition unit 220 of
the CPU 205 performs processing of polling the link
schedule server 100 via the communication network 80.
Specifically, the acquisition unit 220 requests the link in-
formation Link target corresponding to the individual
identification information original_ID "XYZ" from the link
schedule server 100. Accordingly, in the link schedule
server 100, the link information Link target corresponding
to the individual identification information original_ID is
extracted in accordance with the current time on the basis
of the link schedule table table_A, and is transmitted to
the terminal device 200.
[0079] Then, in step S26, the acquisition unit 220 ac-
quires the link information Link target transmitted from
the link schedule server 100. The acquired link informa-
tion Link target is stored in the memory unit 240.
[0080] Then, in step S30, the control unit 230 of the
CPU 205 determines whether the acquired link informa-
tion Link target includes the URL of a program introduc-
tion site, a viewing reminder site, or the like. In a case
where the URL of a web site is included in the link infor-
mation Link target (S30: Yes), the control unit 230 ad-
vances the process to step S34 to cause the display unit
260 to display the relevant web site. Specifically, the con-
trol unit 230 makes access to the linked web site via the
communication network 80 to acquire image information,
and causes the display unit 260 to display the image in-
formation.
[0081] In a case where the URL of a web site is not
included in the link information Link target (S30: No) or
after performing a display of a web site in step S34, the
control unit 230 determines in step S38 whether the ac-
quired link information Link target includes the event
identification information event_ID. In a case where the
event identification information event_ID is included in
the link information Link target (S38: Yes), the control
unit 230 advances the process to step S42 to cause the

recording apparatus 54 of the television receiver 50 to
perform recording reservation of the television program
"AAA" corresponding to the event identification informa-
tion event_ID xyz via the communication network 80.
[0082] In a case where the event identification infor-
mation event_ID is not included in the link information
Link target (S38: No) or after performing recording res-
ervation in step S42, the control unit 230 determines in
step S46 whether the acquired link information Link target
includes the URL of a short text posting site. In a case
where the URL of a short text posting site is included in
the link information Link target (S46: Yes), the control
unit 230 advances the process to step S50 to cause the
display unit 260 to display the relevant short text posting
site. Specifically, the control unit 230 makes access to
the linked short text posting site via the communication
network 80 to acquire image information, and causes the
display unit 260 to display the image information.
[0083] In a case where the URL of a short text posting
site is not included in the link information Link target (S46:
No) or after performing a display of the short text posting
site in step S50, the control unit 230 determines in step
S54 whether the acquired link information Link target in-
cludes the URL of a missed program providing site. In a
case where the URL of a missed program providing site
is included in the link information Link target (S5: Yes),
the control unit 230 advances the process to step S58 to
cause the display unit 260 to display the missed program
providing site. Specifically, the control unit 230 makes
access to the linked missed program providing site via
the communication network 80 to acquire image infor-
mation, and causes the display unit 260 to display the
image information.
[0084] In a case where the URL of a missed program
providing site is not included in the link information Link
target (S54: No) or after performing a display of the
missed program providing site in step S58, the process
returns to step S22, and the respective step S22 to step
S58 having been described so far are repeated.
[0085] Note that the order of step S30, step S38, step
S46, and step S54 may be changed as necessary. In
addition, without directly displaying a web site, a short
text posting site, and a missed program providing site in
step S34, step S50, and step S58, a screen for a user to
select whether to browse the relevant sites may be dis-
played. In addition, in a case where there are a plurality
of web sites, short text posting sites, and missed program
providing sites that can be displayed respectively in step
S34, step S50, and step S58, a screen for a user to select
which site to be displayed may be displayed, without di-
rectly displaying each site.

(3-2. Control process in identification code server)

[0086] FIG. 7 shows a flowchart of the control process
executed by the CPU 330 of the identification code server
300. First, in step S102, the CPU 330 causes the storage
device 310 to store the identification code table table_B.
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The identification code table table_B is managed by an
administrator who manages an information processing
system in which the link schedule server 100 is utilized,
for example, and is stored in the storage device 310.
[0087] Then, in step S106, the CPU 330 determines
whether the terminal device 200 has made access. In a
case where the terminal device 200 has not made access
(S106: No), the determination in step S106 is performed
repeatedly. On the other hand, in a case where the ter-
minal device 200 has made access (S106: Yes), the proc-
ess proceeds into step S110, and the CPU 330 receives
information indicating the identification code ID_code,
such as a matrix type two-dimensional code.
[0088] Then, in step S 114, the CPU 330 refers to the
identification code table table_B to extract the individual
identification information original_ID "XYZ" correspond-
ing to the information indicating the identification code
ID_code of the television program "AAA." Then, in step
S118, the CPU 330 sends back the extracted individual
identification information original_ID "XYZ" to the termi-
nal device 200 via the communication network 80.
[0089] Thereafter, the process returns to step S106,
and each time when the terminal device 200 makes ac-
cess, individual identification information original_ID cor-
responding to information indicating the identification
code ID_code is extracted, and sent back to the terminal
device 200. Accordingly, the individual identification in-
formation original_ID necessary for the registration
processing in the terminal device 200 is transmitted to
the terminal device 200.

(3-3. Control process in link schedule server)

[0090] FIG. 8 shows a flowchart of the control process
executed by the link schedule server (information
processing device) 100. First, in step S 132, the extrac-
tion unit 110 of the CPU 105 causes the storage device
130 to store the link schedule table table_A. The link
schedule table table_A is managed by a broadcast sta-
tion that will broadcast the television program "AAA", for
example, and is created, updated, deleted, and the like.
[0091] Then, in step S136, the CPU 130 determines
whether the terminal device 200 has made access. In a
case where the terminal device 200 has not made access
(S136: No), the determination in step S136 is performed
repeatedly. On the other hand, in a case where the ter-
minal device 200 has made access (S136: Yes), the proc-
ess proceeds into step S140, and the extraction unit 110
receives the individual identification information
original_ID "XYZ."
[0092] Then, in step S144, the extraction unit 110 ac-
quires information regarding the current time. Then, in
step S148, the extraction unit 110 refers to the link sched-
ule table table_A corresponding to the individual identi-
fication information original_ID "XYZ" to extract link in-
formation Link Target in accordance with the current time.
The link information Link Target to be extracted is not
limited to one piece, but a plurality of pieces of link infor-

mation Link Target may be extracted.
[0093] Then, in step S152, the transmission control unit
120 sends back the extracted link information Link Target
to the terminal device 200 via the communication network
80. Thereafter, the process returns to step S136, and
each time when the terminal device 200 makes access,
link information Link Target related to the individual iden-
tification information original_ID is extracted in accord-
ance with the current time, and sent back to the terminal
device 200.
[0094] Accordingly, link information Link Target re-
garding various contents is transmitted to the terminal
device 200 in accordance with the current time, and in
the terminal device 200, an operation in accordance with
the link information Link Target is performed. Conse-
quently, a user of the terminal device 200 can be guided
to various contents to gain various experiences merely
by registering the individual identification information
original_ID regarding a television program in which the
user is interested.

<4. Variations of control process>

[0095] Next, variations of the control process in the ter-
minal device 200 in the information processing system
according to the present embodiment will be described.
In the following description, points changed from the
above-described flowchart shown in FIG. 6 will mainly
be described.

(4-1. First variation)

[0096] A first variation is different from the above-de-
scribed control process in that, in a case where link in-
formation Link Target acquired by the terminal device
200 is the same as link information Link Target acquired
at a previous time, the control unit 230 repeats a request
for link information Link Target without performing an op-
eration control based on the link information Link Target.
[0097] FIG. 9 is a flowchart showing the first variation
of the control process in the terminal device 200. In the
flowchart of the first variation, step S72 to step S80 are
added between step S26 and step S30 in the flowchart
shown in FIG. 6.
[0098] In such a first variation, in a procedure similar
to step S10 to step S26 in the flowchart shown in FIG. 6,
acquisition of information indicating the identification
code ID_code, access to the identification code server
300, acquisition of the individual identification information
original_ID "XYZ", polling to the link schedule server 100,
and acquisition of link information Link Target are per-
formed.
[0099] Then, in step S72, the control unit 230 deter-
mines whether the acquired link information Link Target
has been changed from the link information Link Target
acquired at a previous time. In a case where the link
information Link Target acquired this time is the same as
the link information Link Target acquired at the previous
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time (S72: No), the process returns to step S22 without
an operation control in accordance with the link informa-
tion Link Target being performed.
[0100] On the other hand, in a case where the link in-
formation Link Target acquired this time has been
changed from the link information Link Target acquired
at the previous time (S72: Yes), the process proceeds
into step S76, and the control unit 230 causes the display
unit 260 to present a popup display that notifies that the
link information Link Target has been changed. In the
first variation, such a popup display includes a display
that causes a user to select whether to utilize a linked
content.
[0101] Then, in step S80, the control unit 230 deter-
mines whether the user has made a selection of utilizing
the linked content. In a case where the user has not made
a selection of utilizing the content (S80: No), the process
returns to step S22 without an operation control in ac-
cordance with the link information Link Target being per-
formed. On the other hand, in a case where the user has
made a selection of utilizing the linked content (S80: Yes),
the process proceeds into step S30, and the control unit
230 executes displaying of a web site, recording reser-
vation, and the like in accordance with the acquired link
information Link Target in a procedure similar to step S30
to step S58 in the flowchart shown in FIG. 6.
[0102] According to the first variation, repeated execu-
tion of an operation of displaying a web site that a user
has already browsed and a recording reservation oper-
ation for a television program having been subjected to
recording reservation is avoided. Consequently, content
utilization by a user becomes comfortable.

(4-2. Second variation)

[0103] In the embodiment and the first variation de-
scribed above, a request for link information Link Target
is made from the terminal device 200 side to the link
schedule server 100 side, and the link information Link
Target is acquired. A second variation is different from
the above-described control process in that, in a case
where a notification that notifies update, such as a
change or addition, of link information Link Target is
transmitted from the link schedule server 100 side to the
terminal device 200 side, the terminal device 200 ac-
quires the link information Link Target from the link sched-
ule server 100.
[0104] FIG. 10 is a flowchart showing the second var-
iation of the control process in the terminal device 200.
In the flowchart of the second variation, step S22 and
step S26 in the flowchart shown in FIG. 6 have been
replaced by step S90 to step S98.
[0105] In such a second variation, in a procedure sim-
ilar to step S10 to step S18 in the flowchart shown in FIG.
6, acquisition of information indicating the identification
code ID_code, access to the identification code server
300, and acquisition of the individual identification infor-
mation original_ID "XYZ" are performed. Then, in step

S90, the control unit 230 transmits the individual identi-
fication information original_ID "XYZ" to the link schedule
server 100 via the communication network 80. Accord-
ingly, in the link schedule server 100, the terminal device
200 is registered as a distribution destination of link in-
formation Link Target regarding the individual identifica-
tion information original_ID "XYZ."
[0106] Then, in step S94, the control unit 230 deter-
mines whether there is a notification from the link sched-
ule server 100. In a case where there is no notification
from the link schedule server 100 (S94: No), the control
unit 230 repeats the determination in step S94. Then, in
a case where there is a notification from the link schedule
server 100 (S94: Yes), the control unit 230 makes access
to the link schedule server 100 to acquire link information
Link Target regarding a content related to the individual
identification information original_ID "XYZ" in accord-
ance with the current time.
[0107] Then, the process proceeds into step S30, and
the control unit 230 executes displaying of a web site,
recording reservation, and the like in accordance with
the acquired link information Link Target in a procedure
similar to step S30 to step S58 in the flowchart shown in
FIG. 6.
[0108] According to the second variation, in a case
where update of the link information Link Target is notified
from the link schedule server 100 to the terminal device
200, the terminal device 200 acquires the link information
Link Target. Accordingly, burdens on the terminal device
200 side are reduced, and repeated execution of an op-
eration of displaying a web site that a user has already
browsed and a recording reservation operation for a tel-
evision program having been subjected to recording res-
ervation is avoided. Consequently, content utilization by
a user becomes comfortable.

<5. Conclusion>

[0109] As described above, the link schedule server
(information processing device) 100 according to the
present embodiment stores the link schedule table
table_A in which link information Link Target regarding
a plurality of contents has been associated with the indi-
vidual identification information original_ID "XYZ" re-
garding the television program "AAA" together with a time
axis. The link schedule server 100 extracts link informa-
tion Link Target in accordance with the current time from
the link schedule table table_A, and transmits the link
information Link Target to the terminal device 200 in
which the individual identification information original_ID
"XYZ" has been registered in advance. Consequently, a
user of the terminal device 200 can utilize various con-
tents related to the television program "AAA" before
broadcasting, during broadcasting, and after broadcast-
ing of the television program "AAA", and can obtain a
high degree of satisfaction.
[0110] In addition, the link schedule server 100 accord-
ing to the present embodiment facilitates establishing
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business in which services provided by a plurality of ad-
ministrators are coordinated for contents whose admin-
istrators are different, such as a program introduction
site, event identification information event_ID, and a
missed program providing site.
[0111] Moreover, the link schedule table table_A
stored in the link schedule server 100 can be updated
sequentially. Accordingly, link information Link Target re-
garding a content to be provided for a user can be
changed dynamically. Consequently, the user can ac-
cess various contents related to the television program
"AAA" in a timely fashion to gain abundant experiences.
In addition, if the link schedule table table_A can be up-
dated sequentially, a new link destination can be added
with the lapse of time, and even after a past web site is
closed, the user can be guided to a related site, such as
a different program introduction site or a site on which
related goods are sold, to lead to related business as well.
[0112] Furthermore, if the link schedule table table_A
can be updated sequentially, a user can easily compare
costs to select a more inexpensive site or utilize a site
for which utilization has been registered, by sequentially
adding a missed program providing site that provides the
television program "AAA", for example.
[0113] In addition, in the first variation, repeated exe-
cution of an operation of displaying a web site that a user
has already browsed and a recording reservation oper-
ation for a television program having been subjected to
recording reservation is avoided. Consequently, content
utilization by a user becomes comfortable.
[0114] Further, in the second variation, in a case where
update of the link information Link Target is notified from
the link schedule server 100 to the terminal device 200,
the terminal device 200 acquires the link information Link
Target. Accordingly, burdens on the terminal device 200
side are reduced, and repeated execution of an operation
of displaying a web site that a user has already browsed
and a recording reservation operation for a television pro-
gram having been subjected to recording reservation is
avoided. Consequently, content utilization by a user be-
comes comfortable.

<6. Application examples>

[0115] In the above embodiment, description has been
made using a television program as an event by way of
example, whilst even for an event other than a television
program, it is possible to increase the degree of satisfac-
tion of a user utilizing the information processing device
according to the present embodiment.
[0116] For example, in a case where the event is a
concert, a theatrical performance, or the like, an intro-
duction site for the event may be launched prior to the
date when the event is held to provide users having in-
terest in the event with the URL of the introduction site,
and a map of a venue of the event may be set as a link
destination on the date when the event is held. In addition,
in the time slot in which the event is held, a short text

posting site may be launched to provide the URL of the
relevant site, and after the event is finished, the URL of
an online shopping site may be provided in agreement
with release of a DVD on which the event has been re-
corded, for example.
[0117] Alternatively, in a case where the event is a job
interview or the like, an introduction site for information
for applicants or the like may be launched prior to the
date when the interview is held to provide users having
interest in recruiting companies with the URL of the in-
troduction site, and the map of an interview venue may
be set as a link destination on the date when the interview
is held. In addition, a social networking service site may
be launched as a place for users having interest in the
recruiting companies to communicate with one another
to provide the URL of the relevant site.
[0118] The preferred embodiment(s) of the present
disclosure has/have been described above with refer-
ence to the accompanying drawings, whilst the present
disclosure is not limited to the above examples. A person
skilled in the art may find various alterations and modifi-
cations within the scope of the appended claims, and it
should be understood that they will naturally come under
the technical scope of the present disclosure.
[0119] For example, in the above-described embodi-
ment, the terminal device 200 analyzes the identification
code ID_code, such as the matrix type two-dimensional
code, and converts the identification code ID_code into
information indicating the identification code ID_code,
whilst the technology of the present disclosure is not lim-
ited to such an example. Processing of conversion into
information indicating the identification code ID_code
may be performed by the identification code server 300.
[0120] Moreover, in the first variation of the above-de-
scribed embodiment, the operation process based on link
information Link Target is omitted in a case where there
is no change in the link information Link Target acquired
by the terminal device 200, whilst the technology of the
present disclosure is not limited to such an example. For
example, in a case where link information Link Target
extracted in accordance with the current time on the link
schedule server 100 side that transmits link information
Link Target is the same as link information Link Target
having already been transmitted to the terminal device
200, transmission of the link information Link Target may
be omitted. Alternatively, the link information Link Target
that the link schedule server 100 has transmitted once
to the terminal device 200 may be prevented from being
extracted thereafter.
[0121] Furthermore, in the above-described embodi-
ment, the identification code ID_code is converted into
the individual identification information original_ID, and
link information Link Target is provided using the relevant
individual identification information original_ID, whilst the
technology of the present disclosure is not limited to such
an example. For example, the link schedule server 100
may extract corresponding link information Link Target
using information indicating the identification code
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ID_code for transmission to the terminal device 200.
[0122] Further, the effects described in this specifica-
tion are merely illustrative or exemplified effects, and are
not limitative. That is, with or in the place of the above
effects, the technology according to the present disclo-
sure may achieve other effects that are clear to those
skilled in the art from the description of this specification.
[0123] Additionally, the present technology may also
be configured as below.

(1) An information processing device including:

an extraction unit configured to extract, from a
link schedule table in which link information re-
garding a plurality of contents has been associ-
ated with individual identification information
that identifies a predetermined event together
with a time axis, the link information regarding
a content in accordance with a current time; and
a transmission control unit configured to trans-
mit the link information regarding the content
having been extracted to a terminal device in
which the individual identification information
has been registered.

(2) The information processing device according to
(1), in which
the link schedule table includes information regard-
ing at least one of a start time and an end time of
validating the link information regarding the content.
(3) The information processing device according to
(1) or (2), in which
the plurality of contents include a web site that intro-
duces detailed information regarding the event, and
the link information regarding the content includes
address information regarding the web site.
(4) The information processing device according to
any one of (1) to (3), in which
the plurality of contents include a short text posting
site, and
the link information regarding the content includes
address information regarding the short text posting
site.
(5) The information processing device according to
(4), in which
the address information regarding the short text post-
ing site is validated at least during progress of the
event.
(6) The information processing device according to
any one of (1) to (5), in which
the plurality of contents include television broadcast-
ing, and
the link information regarding the content includes
event identification information allocated to a televi-
sion program.
(7) The information processing device according to
(6), in which
the event identification information is validated in a

period up to a broadcasting end time of the television
program.
(8) The information processing device according to
any one of (1) to (7), in which
the plurality of contents include a missed program
providing site, and
the link information regarding the content includes
address information regarding the missed program
providing site.
(9) The information processing device according to
(8), in which
the address information regarding the missed pro-
gram providing site is validated after television
broadcasting as the event or television broadcasting
related to the event is finished.
(10) The information processing device according to
(1) or (2), in which
the predetermined event is a television program, and
the link schedule table includes at least one of ad-
dress information regarding an introduction site for
the television program, event identification informa-
tion allocated to the television program, address in-
formation regarding a viewing reminder site, address
information regarding a short text posting site, and
address information regarding a missed program
providing site in such a manner that validation start
times arrive in this order.
(11) The information processing device according to
any one of (1) to (10), in which
the link schedule table is able to be changed at any
time.
(12) The information processing device according to
any one of (1) to (11), in which
the transmission control unit omits transmission of
the link information in a case where the link informa-
tion regarding the content having been extracted is
same as link information having already been trans-
mitted to the terminal device.
(13) An information processing method including:

extracting, from a link schedule table in which
link information regarding a plurality of contents
has been associated with individual identifica-
tion information that identifies a predetermined
event together with a time axis, the link informa-
tion regarding a content in accordance with a
current time; and
transmitting the link information regarding the
content having been extracted to a terminal de-
vice in which the individual identification infor-
mation has been registered.

(14) A control device including:

a registration processing unit configured to per-
form processing of registering individual identi-
fication information that identifies a predeter-
mined event;
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an acquisition unit configured to acquire link in-
formation regarding a content extracted in ac-
cordance with a current time from a link schedule
table in which link information regarding a plu-
rality of contents has been associated with the
individual identification information together
with a time axis and transmitted by an informa-
tion processing device; and
a control unit configured to perform predeter-
mined operation control on a basis of the link
information having been acquired.

(15) The control device according to (14), in which
the registration processing unit transmits information
indicating an identification code to an identification
code server, and receives the individual identifica-
tion information corresponding to the information in-
dicating the identification code from the identification
code server.
(16) The control device according to (14) or (15), in
which
the control unit causes a display unit to display the
content on the basis of the link information.
(17) The control device according to any one of (14)
to (16), in which
the control unit performs a display that prompts a
user for an operation in accordance with the content
on the basis of the link information.

Reference Signs List

[0124]

50 television receiver
54 recording apparatus
100 link schedule server (information processing de-

vice)
110 extraction unit
120 transmission control unit
130 storage device
200 terminal device
300 identification code server

Claims

1. An information processing device comprising:

an extraction unit configured to extract, from a
link schedule table in which link information re-
garding a plurality of contents has been associ-
ated with individual identification information
that identifies a predetermined event together
with a time axis, the link information regarding
a content in accordance with a current time; and
a transmission control unit configured to trans-
mit the link information regarding the content
having been extracted to a terminal device in

which the individual identification information
has been registered.

2. The information processing device according to
claim 1, wherein
the link schedule table includes information regard-
ing at least one of a start time and an end time of
validating the link information regarding the content.

3. The information processing device according to
claim 1, wherein
the plurality of contents include a web site that intro-
duces detailed information regarding the event, and
the link information regarding the content includes
address information regarding the web site.

4. The information processing device according to
claim 1, wherein
the plurality of contents include a short text posting
site, and
the link information regarding the content includes
address information regarding the short text posting
site.

5. The information processing device according to
claim 4, wherein
the address information regarding the short text post-
ing site is validated at least during progress of the
event.

6. The information processing device according to
claim 1, wherein
the plurality of contents include television broadcast-
ing, and
the link information regarding the content includes
event identification information allocated to a televi-
sion program.

7. The information processing device according to
claim 6, wherein
the event identification information is validated in a
period up to a broadcasting end time of the television
program.

8. The information processing device according to
claim 1, wherein
the plurality of contents include a missed program
providing site, and
the link information regarding the content includes
address information regarding the missed program
providing site.

9. The information processing device according to
claim 8, wherein
the address information regarding the missed pro-
gram providing site is validated after television
broadcasting as the event or television broadcasting
related to the event is finished.
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10. The information processing device according to
claim 1, wherein
the predetermined event is a television program, and
the link schedule table includes at least one of ad-
dress information regarding an introduction site for
the television program, event identification informa-
tion allocated to the television program, address in-
formation regarding a viewing reminder site, address
information regarding a short text posting site, and
address information regarding a missed program
providing site in such a manner that validation start
times arrive in this order.

11. The information processing device according to
claim 1, wherein
the link schedule table is able to be changed at any
time.

12. The information processing device according to
claim 1, wherein
the transmission control unit omits transmission of
the link information in a case where the link informa-
tion regarding the content having been extracted is
same as link information having already been trans-
mitted to the terminal device.

13. An information processing method comprising:

extracting, from a link schedule table in which
link information regarding a plurality of contents
has been associated with individual identifica-
tion information that identifies a predetermined
event together with a time axis, the link informa-
tion regarding a content in accordance with a
current time; and
transmitting the link information regarding the
content having been extracted to a terminal de-
vice in which the individual identification infor-
mation has been registered.

14. A control device comprising:

a registration processing unit configured to per-
form processing of registering individual identi-
fication information that identifies a predeter-
mined event;
an acquisition unit configured to acquire link in-
formation regarding a content extracted in ac-
cordance with a current time from a link schedule
table in which link information regarding a plu-
rality of contents has been associated with the
individual identification information together
with a time axis and transmitted by an informa-
tion processing device; and
a control unit configured to perform predeter-
mined operation control on a basis of the link
information having been acquired.

15. The control device according to claim 14, wherein
the registration processing unit transmits information
indicating an identification code to an identification
code server, and receives the individual identifica-
tion information corresponding to the information in-
dicating the identification code from the identification
code server.

16. The control device according to claim 14, wherein
the control unit causes a display unit to display the
content on the basis of the link information.

17. The control device according to claim 14, wherein
the control unit performs a display that prompts a
user for an operation in accordance with the content
on the basis of the link information.
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